
for institutions 
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Excellent quality, new opportunities worldwide
By being recognized internationally, ÖSD certificates offer new opportunities; help with 
university admissions, job search and applications for residence permits. Being awarded with 
the ALTE Q-Mark guarantees maintaining the highest quality standards as well as international 
comparability of our exams.

A wide range of preparation tools: analogue & digital!
Whether you are a teacher or a student – with our various tools, you can prepare for the ÖSD 
exam anytime and anywhere: 

• Digital test training 
• Online mock exams
• Practice materials
• Sample tests 

Pluricentricity  — three countries, one certificate 
The standard varieties of the German-speaking countries (Austria – Switzerland – Germany) 
are considered equivalent and are taken into account in the exams. Whether ÖSD participants 
later stay in Austria, Switzerland or Germany: They will find their way around and be understood 
everywhere. 

Score innovatively – with a digital exam procedure
By implementing our digital exams, you will not only gain efficiency and accuracy, but also 
a clear competitive advantage. Rely on an innovative alternative to paper and pencil tests 
and design your exam procedure in a leading-edge way.

Individual support, tailor-made solutions
Whether it is level tests, final exams or language-specific tests – we share our experience and 
offer personal support. Collaborative projects in the field of language teaching, learning and 
testing are also on our agenda.

First-class qualification – online and flexible in terms of time
The ÖSD is not only committed to the qualification and training of ÖSD examiners, but also 
offers progressive training opportunities for teachers - a clear advantage for professional 
development. 

Tailor-made pricing
Benefit from a price-conscious solution for your institution with flexible pricing, low annual 
licence fees and a welcome bonus in your first year.

Rely on a partnership that will take you forward!

7 advantages 
of ÖSD!


